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Your Name and Your Image 
Have Value



Player Rights on the PGA TOUR

 The PGA TOUR is a voluntary association of the 
players
The PGA TOUR acts as the “league” and as the “players 

union”
 It’s main mission is to create a series of golf tournaments 

for the benefit 
of the members

 The PGA TOUR arranges a series of tournaments by 
selling TV rights and sponsorships
Each player assigns to the PGA TOUR their name and 

image rights—but only to promote the PGA TOUR (not for 
commercial use by others)

The assignment includes limited media rights, so that the 
tournaments can be exploited on TV and On-line

The PGA TOUR then can sell large packages of media 
rights, which helps fund each tournament (including the 
prize money!)

The PGA TOUR then sells sponsorships, and many 
sponsors agree to spend on advertising during PGA TOUR 
tournaments – UNDERPINNING!



Player Rights on the PGA TOUR

 But each player remains an independent contractor
All rights not assigned to the PGA TOUR belong to the player!
They can enter into equipment sponsorships (clothes, golf equipment, etc.)
They can enter into other sponsorships
PGA TOUR restricts certain categories (cigarettes, casinos, etc.)
PGA TOUR restricts how large logos can be on their clothing

 BUT, players cannot use the PGA TOUR logo to promote themselves
NOR can players use competition images
BOTH of these belong to the PGA TOUR (the players association), 

and are to be used for the benefit of all!



Example: Rickie Fowler



Rickie Fowler



Rickie Fowler

 Personal Sponsorship Relationships
PUMA
Titleist
Trion:Z
Red Bull “Ambassador”

 Personal Marketing Efforts
Facebook (2,700+ fans)
Twitter (1,800+ followers)
YouTube Clips
Oklahoma State Orange in Sunday



Rickie Fowler
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PGA TOUR sees the value



Interesting  Balance

 PGA TOUR can use player’s name and image to 
promote the PGA TOUR, but can’t “sell” the names or 
images to sponsors

 Player Benefits from “PGA TOUR” status, but 
cannot “sell” PGA TOUR IP to sponsors

 Potential for conflict: Jim Furyk and Federal Express

 Potential for ambush: Congratulatory Ads 



Potential for Ambush: Congratulatory Ads



Conclusion


